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Use of EHR Systems Changes the Rules

 What is “the Chart” now?

 Impact on Liability

 What are the evidentiary issues and concerns 

associated with producing “the Chart” from an 

EHR?
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How is a the storage of information on 
an EMR different from a paper chart?

The Native EHR
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What We Get
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WHERE DO WE START?

• Clinical witnesses.

• Previously Produced Record.

• HIM/IT?

• Data Inventory

• Costs of Production

• Audit Trails?
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Getting Beyond Export Distortion

• Non-professional staff may not be 

as familiar with printed record – not 

part of their daily work flows

• There may be multiple ways a 

single piece of data can be inputted 

– may not be a discrete entry 

workflow

• The printed record does contain all 

of the information they inputted into 

the system.

Metadata
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Audit Trail Example

Do EHRs Decrease or Increase 
Liability Claims?
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Poll Time!

Do EHRs Decrease or Increase Liability Claims?

1) Decrease

2) Increase

3) The same.

4) No way of knowing.

2017 Medical Malpractice Closed 
Claims Study

50 percent of claims were caused by system factors such as 
failure of drug or clinical decision support alerts

58 percent of claims were caused by user factors such as 
copying and pasting progress notes.

Ten fold increase of EHR related claims.

14 percent of claims attributed to cut/copy/paste
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2016 & 2014 Malpractice Claims 
Analysis

Incorrect information in the EHRs (typos, wrong patient, 
etc.) 20%

Hybrid Health records/EHR conversion 16%

System failure – electronic routing 12%

System failure – unable to access data 10%

Pre-populating – 10%

System design flaw – 9-10%

EHR training issues – 7%

Lack of interoperability – 7%

Other User Error – 7%

2015 Joint Commission
“Analysis of sentinel event reports received by The Joint 
Commission between January 1, 2010 and June 30, 2013 identified 
120 sentinel events that were health IT-related.”

1. Human-computer interface (33 percent) – ergonomics and 
usability issues resulting in data-related errors 

2. Workflow and communication (24 percent) – issues relating to 
health IT support of communication and teamwork 

3. Clinical content (23 percent) – design or data issues relating to 
clinical content or decision support 

4. Internal organizational policies, procedures and culture (6 
percent) 

5. People (6 percent) – training and failure to follow established 
processes 
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2013 Pennsylvania Patient Safety 
Authority

3,099 EHR-related events

89% resulted in no harm.  

341 potential cases in one year.

The Real Impact of EHRs on Liability: 
Beyond the Claims Data
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Vendor Liability?

Indemnification/Hold Harmless Clauses

Products Liability

Learned Intermediary

Clinical Decision Support (CDS) 
Liability?

Skounakis v. Sotillo, A-2403-15T2 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. 
Div. Mar. 19, 2018).

Did coded advice comport with standard of care?

No technical expert needed!
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Case Studies Involving EHRs

The Hybrid Record and Hindsight Liability, Johnson v. Hillcrest 
Health Center, Inc., 70 P.3d 811 (Okla. 2003) cf. Breeden v. 
Anesthesia West, P.C., 656 N.W.2d 913 (Neb. 2003).

Failure to Comply The Joint Commission Journal on Quality and 
Patient Safety Interoperable Problem (Multiple EHRs, Multiple 
software), Volume 36, No. 4, Apr. 2010.

Shared Logins  http://www.justice.gov/usao/gan/press/2011/07-
07-11.html

Failure to Close the Loop

Constructive Knowledge

Ebola and Interoperability

Initial claim from hospital is that information 
inputted by  nurse not available to physician.

EHR Vendor fires back, “you are doing it wrong.”

Data is in the system, but EHR components not teeing 
up information for clinicians.

Although press talking in terms of interoperability, 
really about usability and hindsight liability.    

http://www.justice.gov/usao/gan/press/2011/07-07-11.html
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Pre-generated Documentation

Structured Data

Dropdowns

Macros

Radio buttons

Pull forward

Manual copy and paste

Document “artifacts”

January Visit

Subjective:  Patient is a pleasant 28 year old woman 
who comes to the office today and reports she has 
progressed 32 weeks into her current pregnancy and 
followed by her obstetrician.  She is here today…. 
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February Visit

Subjective:  Patient is a pleasant 28 year old woman 
who comes to the office today and reports she has 
progressed 32 weeks into her current pregnancy and 
followed by her obstetrician.  She is here today…. 

October Visit

Subjective:  Patient is a pleasant 28 year old woman 
who comes to the office today and reports she has 
progressed 32 weeks into her current pregnancy and 
followed by her obstetrician.  She is here today…. 
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Growing Concern Over Use of Pre-
Generated Materials

Early VA Study, 75% of charting contained templated 
material.

82 percent of residents' notes and 74 percent of attending 
physicians' notes included 20 percent or more copied and 
pasted material from the patients' records. 

Prevalence of Copied Information by Attendings and 
Residents in Critical Care Progress Notes. Thornton, J. Daryl 
MD, MPH; Schold, Jesse D. PhD, MStat, Med; Venkateshaiah, 
Lokesh MD; Lander, Bradley BA.  (Dec 2012)

CMS/OIG voices caution about use of copied material for 
reimbursement purposes.

The Case Pre-Generated Material

Efficiency

Boilerplate analogue

Consistency

Checklists
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What Can Providers Do About 
Excessive Note Cloning?

Review Use

Policies

Training

Auditing

EHRs and Audit Trails as Evidence
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EHRs as Evidence

Is the paper export “the original record”?

Late Notes

Auto-populated Sources

Asynchronous Sources

Authorship Issues
 No author

 Multiple authors

 “Make me the author”

Rise of the EHR Expert

Medico-legal-techno experts?

Interpret EHR data

Play forensic role

Opine how system could/should be configured

Connect to Standard of Care
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The EHR as Evidence – Pitfalls to Avoid

Overuse of copy/paste

Overreliance on templates

Managing external / scanned records

Hybrid systems

Audit trail sideshow

The Contemporaneous Record
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Audit Trail Example

Audit Trail

The audit trails can include details about: 

 Document provenance, Timeline for Clinical Actions, 
Review and Documentation.

 Late entry (contemporaneous or remote)

 Spoliation (Deleted Entries)

 Records Tampering (Modified Entries)

 Rule violation (Privacy & Security)

 Privileged Review (Peer Review & Attorney Client)
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Audit Trail Usability for Litigation

Built for THAT system as implemented.

Some Audit Functions are not setup as a default.

Reporting may vary even within same product.

Need for expert interpretation in context.

Example:  “null”, “pending orders”, accessing 100 
records in one second, etc.

Without experts, as reliable as reading tea leaves.

Limitations on Audit Trails

eClinicalWorks $155M Settlement

Whose responsibility when your product does not 
support auditing?

Was it turned on?  Can it be turned off.
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Embedded Tools

 Roll over information

 Legend of sources, changes and timestamps

Realities of EHRs in Court

Courts and attorneys struggle to apply paper discovery 
concepts to the EHR

Enhanced need for discovery support
EHRs inability to preserve visual display used by clinicians
Export of EHR to paper can be burdensome and difficult to 

assess
Federal / state eDiscovery rules as a tool to control costs
Need for EHR solutions that assist the discovery process
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Best Practices

Ensure that EHR can preserve contemporaneous 
records

The most defensible records indicate on their face who 
authored, when content was changed and when

Make sure pre-generated content maps to clinical 
documentation process

Proper training on documentation processes key

Familiarize with exported record and audit trails

Time stamping of records a key benefit

Thank you for your attendance!

For more information and resources, please feel free to 
follow me on:

Twitter: @chadbrouillard

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/chadbrouillard
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